Skeptics should make friends with journalists soothe journalists get introduced to Skeptism and know  know where to come to ask questions

The only feedback I found was from someone complaining the prog was biased against CAM, the this is even stranger as the writer was in theRoyal Society of NZ  http://www.rsnz.org/news/feedback/harman.php

Re Radio NZ prog "But is it science ?" http://www.radionz.co.nz/nr/programmes/but_is_it_science

www.skeptics.org.nz

Hi guys this is Stew Green from UK and Adelaide Skeptics. I just heard this 18th Feb 2007 prog. 

complaint about Kim Hill and RNZ for failing to uphold balance in CAM discussion called "But is it science ?" 
Are you guys aware of this program ? It was outrageous .. It was immensely damaging to the New Zealand public as it left them with the impression that complementary medicine is pretty good. Unfortunately there was no strong speaker on the programme to point out the dangers. Why didn't they have a medical ethicist on ?

Kim Hill seemed to take the line of a person very much believing in complementary medicine and Kathy Sykes the UK TV prog maker complained ..she didn't understand why some UK scientist were rabid ranting against complementary medicine.  

Hill used tyhe words "complementary" and "alternative" interchangeably
no one pointed out in the NHS you are not legally allowed to call it alternative .. because if it was an alternative to proved medicine people would take it INSTEAD OF  proved medicine and a higher number would die

Your own article points out there cannot be 2 kinds of medicine, rather only proved medicine . (personally , I would add a 2nd group : medicine that it being used as part of a controlled test) 
Yes if any part of CAM has been scientifically proven then "bring it in" It is part of medicine like rubbing doc leaves on a nettle sting.

The BBC TV prog seems like an advert for the Open Universitiy's CAM course it sells.

Sykes talked about bringing the 2 sides togther. Well that's easy if a CAM practitioner believes a therapy works all they need to do is set up a peer reviewed, reproduceable double blind trial show it works .. then they are in proved medicine.. voila

I am not an expert on this, but I have heard strong arguments against it before, so I was surprised the programme participants spoke generally in favour. I felt RNZ  failed to give us a balanced view. Negative points were not made  like .. 
1. People die when they take alternative methods in preference to to proved ones. e.g  Alternative malaria prevention as opposed to scientific.
2. Unproved is not OK, even it is complementary cos it sucks away funding from medicine that does work. 

One simple way of explaining to the public the situation is to reverse the situation. If Evil Capitalist American Company says they have come up with  drug which cures breast cancer. It's is untested, but they explain that they can bring in 10 people they met down their local pub,who all swear that it works. Then they make huge advertising campaigns making miraculous claims fot this product that sells at $200 a pill. People abandon  breast screening sessions, cos they no longer need to bother cos of the magic pill. The scientists are observed to be leading playboy lives with fast cars and trophy wives, and why shouldn't they after making such an amazing discovery ?
Then imagine after 5 years that stats come out revealing breast cancer deaths have tripled.  Would that be OK ? or would people say that the drug should have never been allowed ? Can they imagine how the newspaper headlines would scream about New Zealander's being used as guinea pigs by foreign firms. It would be a hell of a mess & cost the taxpayer millions. BTW evil company could quite righly claim they saved some lives, cos with no treament at all there would have been no placebo effect and more people would have died. 

So why should CAM be excempt from the same rules that protect us against evil chemical companies ? just cos they use weasel words :"natural",  "energy", "loving" etc and portray a warm fuzzy image. 

Hill repeatidly put the argument well if the placebo effect works so often, then what's wrong with  CAM practitioners giving ineffective potions ? Off the top of my head I have to say "I don't know", but surely someone does. I can say that surely real doctors can't provide sugar pills with false promises cos then they'd be lying. I don't see the difference from this and a CAM person, being too naïve to know it doesn't work. 

Hill  let Sykes go on about her own father's death, but failed to point out anecdotal evidence is no substitute for actual statistics.

I certainly wouldn't accuse Hill, of maliciously making a biased program, it's OK  to hold any opinions she wants, but her team surely has a duty to try to make a balanced programme. They did have a medical professor guy, but he wasn't as au fait with the arguments as she should have been. 

link to the article about the BBC upholding "Simon Singh's" complaints against the BBC prog
http://www.badscience.net/?p=453

Prof Colquhoun's page
http://dcscience.net/ DC's Improbable Science

link to BMJ discussion http://www.bmj.com/cgi/eletters/332/7535/241

BTW checking I saw this is the latest news. 
http://www.emaxhealth.com/6/16975.html UK withdraws CAM funding cos it spent millions and proved nothing

a detailed article about the BBC prog 
http://www.number80.co.uk/page93.htm
March 25th 2006

Quack Show - when something seems to be too good to be true it probably is. This turns out to be the case with a BBC 2 TV series on sCAM (so-called Complementary Alternative Medicine) called, somewhat unimaginatively, Alternative Medicine. It would seem the imaginative side of the project was reserved for giving a false impression of efficacy for various non-evidence based therapies and treatments. It is reported by scientists who took part in the highly popular shows that "...elements of the programmes were misleading, the production team was uninformed, and scientists were used as "marionettes"." To 80, long an observer of the alternative medicine scene, this seems no more than par for the course. It is only rarely that a show such as BBC2's Horizon can do a thorough job on the unsupported claims of sCAM, as in the excellent episode that dealt with homeopathy. Edzard Ernst, recently in the news for dishing the dirt on chiropractic, took part in the Alternative Medicine shows and now wishes his name was not associated with them. He says "I would have expected that journalists doing a medical programme would be able to deal with medical evidence. But they were at a complete loss to understand the difference between an anecdote and real evidence. You need somebody on the team who is a scientist, particularly in the area that the programme is about. Also, there is no point having expert advisers if nobody is going to take on board what they say." (This again is very much the usual course for shows investigating fringe claims, a recent high profile example being Britain's Psychic Challenge which is thoroughly and humorously skewered by Tony Youens in an excellent piece.) It would appear despite the criticism the Beeb is going to make another series of Alternative Medicine (after all 3.8 million viewers can't be wrong, can they?). A spokeman unwittingly revealed his own, if not the corporation's ignorance with this comment "We take these allegations very seriously and we strongly refute them." 80 searched the rest of the article thoroughly for a "strong" refutation of Ernst's charges but came up with nothing. Mere naysaying, of which there is plenty, is not refutation, something this clod fails to grasp. 

Although some have defended the shows a good illustration of the dangers of less than rigorous scientific standards when examining health claims, alternative or otherwise comes from Professor David Colquhoun, a pharmacologist at University College London. He has already detected a unwanted effect on public perception of sCAM. Referring to the show's treatment of the plant sutherlandia and its role in treating Aids Colquhoun had this to say "Sutherlandia is a totally unverified treatment for Aids. The programme gave a positive impression of what sutherlandia can do, even though no clinical trials have been done yet. The comments made in the programme about Aids were irresponsible and potentially dangerous. Sadly, but predictably, the programme on herbalism has already been exploited by vendors of unproven treatments. While it is true that the programme did not actually assert that this herb cured Aids, it certainly left the impression that it was good stuff." He notes at least one firm peddling Sutherlandia tablets refers to the show as somehow validating their product - see this press release. Muddying the waters over the efficacy of sCAM is the last thing the BBC should be doing and is irresponsible in the extreme. Unproven herbs, for example, may have their own unpleasant or dangerous side effects, people may take them instead of consulting a qualified health professional, they may interact with prescription medicines in unpredictable ways and finally they may not work at all. 80 is all in favor of investigating the pharmacological properties of herbs but this should be done employing all possible scientific rigor - we are talking about people's lives here.

An expert involved with the show on acupuncture, Professor George Lewith of Westminster University, criticized the way an experiment was conducted saying "The interpretation of the science in this particular programme was not good and was inappropriately sensationalised by the production team. I think all of us on the experiment felt like that." He went on to say "The experiment was not groundbreaking, its results were sensationalised and there was insufficient time to analyse the data properly and so draw any sound conclusions. It was oversold and over-interpreted. We were encouraged to over-interpret, and proper scientific qualifications that might suggest alternative interpretations of the data appear to have been edited out of the programme. Because the BBC had funded the experiment, they wanted their money's worth - that's not a good basis for science." None of this stopped the presenter of Alternative Medicine, Professor Kathy Sykes, who should know better, gushing on "Acupuncture was having a real effect on the brain and it was doing something completely unexpected. It was a result that surprised us all ... The bit of the brain that helps us decide whether something is painful, we think perhaps is being affected by acupuncture and so maybe that helps to explain why acupuncture can help with chronic pain." This translated into credulous news reports such as this one from, you guessed it, the BBC. The only part of this news item that rang true for 80 was the headline "Acupuncture 'deactivates brain'" - it certainly seems to have worked on those who should have been enforcing proper standards of inquiry in these shows. (see An Announcement for more on the media's sensationalizing of science reports.)


2 Further research ..

why not use the placebo effect if it works ?
Which is akin to say is it OK for docors to lie to their patients sometimes ?
I didn't find a clear page explaining why we don't use placebos, but it's probably akin to saying : "we don't have enough animals for fur so why don't we introduce the possum into NZ ?"
In this I am no expert, but when walking and the path seems not to take an obvious shortcut then experience has taught me when I reach the cliffedge or bog etc, there was a reason why not. If it's not already being done then surely the idea is a non starter.  A medical ethicist would be the one to ask. 

I was really surprised not find any definitive answer on the web, but here are my less than expert ideas
1. Dilutes placebo effect of tested medicines : actually there is a huge placebo effect in action - people get better cos they trust science. Once you know the doctor might be lying to you then lose  confidence and the placebo effect of all drugs proven or unproven would fall.
2 Is dangerous when used as alternative to proven medicine :  If you had cancer .. and you took a placebo medicine you might feel better for 6 months and then convince yourself you are OK. If you were lucky then your body and time will cure your illness, If you are unlucky the cancer comes back and you are six months late in getting to a tested working medicine.
3. Doesn't work when taken in addition to proven medicine : If I have a headache and I take an aspirin, there will be a placebo effect cos I trust the aspirin. If I take homeopathic headache remedy aswell, then I don't think their would be any extra placebo effect. So it only comes in when no proven cure is available.
4. Dries up funds research funds
If I can make money selling a placebo then why should I spend money researching a drug that really works ?
4. Logistically impractical : If we are to legalize placebos, then we have to legalize for all. Imagine there is no cure for say ear cancer. Then big evil capitalist drug company must be allowed to sell sugar pills. They must be allowed to sell them at $100 each to justify the fictitious research costs otherwise people will realise it's fake. After 2 years someone proves their new ear cancer works. You can't have people taking a placebo instead of something that works so you have to announce that all the previous products were placebos and should be withdawn.

5. Small Effect :  Surely many times the placebo effect will be so small it's not worth the hassle of the negatives.
Surely RNZ would run a story whining the public have been being ripped off in the past to the tune $100 per sugar tablet.

Kathy Sykes as a scientist should know better than to quote anecdotal evidence. Her story about 2 different people with a similar medical situation :  one whose told he's got a good hope of recovering and one who's told he's got 4 months to live, holds very little weight. Close examination would reveal so many other factors. Maybe one guy was senile and wanted to die and the other wanted to live to see his daughter's wedding 

Nocebo : The internet revealed talk of the  nocebo effect, when people are given negative talk, drugs/treatments are less effective. So yes a doctor should be talking positive. I doubt if any of them actually say "you've got 4 months to live", possibly "if you don't stop smoking you might be dead in 4 months", but what are they supposed to say in such a circumstance ? Surely it's unavoidable saying something negative about the smoking in uch a case ?  

This progamme actually contributes to this nocebo effect. Because by putting a positive spin on CAM the message to the public is partially "Scientific medicine can't be that good cos it needs the help of CAM. So reducing peoples confidence in proven medicine so reducing it's own placebo effect.
 
Will there be a new BBC prog Alternative medicine : does it kill people ?

radio show about placebos http://www.theconnection.org/ old show NPR 

==================
from http://www.geocities.com/healthbase/CAM_COST.html

There is a vast, irreconcilable difference between EBM and CAM, compounded by the lack of a common language (as mentioned in the previous post by Chuanfang Lee). So far, the scientific/medical community, and the alternative medicine community, cannot communicate effectively because they lack a bridge between them. This communication cannot happen until they can agree on an acceptance of the rules of logic and objective standards of proof as the bridge. The scientific community already uses these tools, while the alternative medicine community considers these tools as unnecessary, since they consider subjective anecdotes as the only proof they need.  http://www.geocities.com/healthbase/dilemma.html 

--------
check "quacks kill people" http://www.quackwatch.org/01QuackeryRelatedTopics/harmquack.html

http://www.ratbags.com/rsoles/comment/truehope.htm http://www.paghat.com/herbalquacks.html 

good + videos- http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/programmes/breakfast/5007256.stm

http://www.ebm-first.com






